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The greatest gift we can donate 
to ourselves is to lead fulfi lled and 
sincere life. To be what we truly 
are is not an easy task. We must 
resist the seduction call of society and 
live our lives by own arranged rules; 
keeping values in common with our 
primeval dreams. We need to reach 
out to our hidden essence and ex-

Šefcic
With my work I want to contribute a new aspect of 

understanding the power of artistic creativity, 
because I believe that art reveals the truth by showing the truth.

http://sefcicmelinda.blogspot.com/
https://melindasefcic.see.me/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Šefčić-Melinda/

Born on 30 May 1986. Just began the Doctoral study of painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb where she 
already earned BA and MA degree.

plore the deep-rooted hopes, desires, 
strengths and weaknesses, which 
make us what we really are. We need 
to fi gure out where we were and where 
we are heading. Our every decision 
must be determined by desire of life 
that is true and peculiar. If we continue 
that way, we will defi nitely fi nd a bliss 
that will surpass all of our expectations.
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  Identity is important to defi ne the form of 
individual and social existence, and there 
is no essential meaning without it. The 
recognizable and distinctive identity is 
the one that gives meaning to their exis-
tence. Identity is not fi xed but fl uid and dy-
namic; it can be changed by interactions 
and new environment. This world has 
just enough place for all of us, and every 
single soul have a purpose and a special 
mission to fulfi ll. Therefore, the notion of 
identity is important to everyone; it gives 
the meaning through our existence. Lan-
guage is the main media through which 
we can understand and interpretate 
the notion of identity. It is important to 
bear in mind that words are a refl ection 
of our thoughts, so the notion of iden-
tity and language cannot be separated.



“Methazoolozis” - introduction to the“Trans

  Here I am dealing with two problems: one 
is about my identity: “I in my body”, and the 
another is about my assimilation in a new 
living environment: “My body in the world.” 
Each of us has its own individual perception 
of the world and ourselves in it. The soul is 
indeed a space traveler who moves through 
time and space, but also through various 
dimensions and realms of existence. There-
fore, the transcendence of the soul makes 
the structure of our existence; it contributes 
to exceeding the limits of consciousness, 
perception and experience of the individual. 
That way I present myself through symbol of 
animals.   
  The archetypes of animal represent the deep 
layers of the unconscious and instincts. 
Animals are symbols of cosmic, material and 
spiritual principles and power. They appear in 
the symbolic aspect of identifi cation, like a pic-
ture of complex nature and refl ection of our 
deep impulses. Each animal can match some 
part of us. The archetype of bear as the main 
symbolic element in my work is completely 
intuitive. His symbolism in alchemy list suits 
instincts and the initial stages of development. 
It’s known as the moon symbol that reveals 
the inner landscapes of Mother-Earth, and the 
elemental forces capable of progressive 
development, as well as man.
 The space on the canvas shows individual 
experiences and spiritual perception of space, 
which is abstracted to the level of conscious-
ness. Space symbolizes set of coordinates 
that form mobile system. From the center of 
the body, space expands in the X dimension 
creating a perceptual illusion of spaciousness.



sformation of identity“ concept



 In my drawings, the special empha-
sis on the theme “masks”, is attempt 
to defi ne problem of identity, I am 
trying to reach myself, my very own 
being. At any moment, we are trying 
to be conscious of what or who we 
really are, but often, that is not pos-
sible. Therefore, through my draw-
ings I’m trying to present myself 
in every specifi c moment. I could 
also do that by using camera, but 
in that case, a photo would express 
physical in that shape of appear-
ance instead of spirituality, which 
is very diffi cult to reach because 
of its invisibility and impalpability. 

  I’m unconsciously trying to shape 
my spiritual state at specifi c moment 
letting myself to imagery of the ut-
ter. I came to the conclusion that by 
observing and shaping the idea of 
ourselves, we can easily recognize 
our consciousness as much as the 
world around us. At the end, we pres-
ent all that together, reproductions 
in our beings. Deeper digging about 
the idea of the truth, could lead us 
to realize that every entity exists for 
itself, so therefore we are just using 
the fi rst of ideas that are appearing 
in our minds and that way we can ex-
plain that “something” to ourselves.





  People often forget how diversity is not about colour 
of the skin, about religion, or different language…it is 
about characters, diversity in opinion, attitude, will, etc. 
Nowadays, the way of life and conformism offer quick 
transformation of personality so we easily get into a trap 
by putting masks on our faces and our actions– fake 
faces by which we are trying to leave good (rarely bad) 
impression and to hide sensitive parts of ourselves. 

   Masks as spiritual faces, are among the most won-
derful and important belongings of every person and 
every person should be aware of them. Human kind 
use masks every day by putting it on faces, changing 
it and wearing it, giving that way a sense to life.  
They present character of entity as embodiment 
of human personality. There wouldn’t be “I” without 
them. It’s unique game we are playing all the time. 
Every role is the lead role, we are all directors and 
lead actors in that show. Sometimes we depend on 
the others, but because we took responsibility at 
beginning, that kind of situation is acceptable. All 
the tools, same as masks, we choose alone what 
further depend on executive act. We are spending 
our whole life under them. Sometimes we are aware 
of them, sometimes not, sometimes we are hiding 
them, sometimes not. Our state under the mask often 
dominate over our mind and personality, whether we 
like it or not. On the other hand, there are moments 
when we are not aware of them anymore, so we face 
ourselves exposed to the truth, but even then we are 
capable to disguise by our imaginations (wide spectar 
of roles depending on our moods and state of mind). 

And to crown it all:
http://vimeo.com/37625897
video that was created bringing together the drawings and photos

















“Since a very young age I was always passionate 

about computer generated art. I remember seeing 

some of the fi rst rendered images on Amiga 500 

computer that my friend had, those were the mo-

ments when I started realizing what I want to do in 

my life. I started my 3D exploration with 3D Studio 

2.0 on 486 PC when I was 17 years old. During that 

time I had black and white monitor and I remem-

ber running to my friends place to see my images 

in color, I was just guessing what colors to use on 

my home computer. Later I started using POVRay 

where I produced dozens of images. Since my par-

ents were not able to afford good university for art 

outside of Croatia, I decided to go to university for 

Information Science in northern part of the country. 

During the time when I was studying, I learned on 

my own everything about 3D graphics, sometimes 

staying up even until 4pm in the morning to absorb 

every bit of information I needed. My passion and 

commitment in the end resulted in good career, 

working for some of the best Croatian companies 

and best companies in USA.”

[...] I still remember playing Starcraft, 
Warcraft and Diablo when I was 
young, it was so much fun and 
today I am actually working for these 
guys, life can’t be better!

h t tp ://www.in ters ta t ion3d.com/



“level 10“



Ideas matter! That is our ammunition, 

our strength, our goal … to spread these 

ideas of peace and love, of individuality 

and self consciousness. We wanted to 

show people how special the gift of life 

is, and once they understood the value 

and weight of being in this world they 

will understand the idea of peace. In our 

minds the only true negation of 

violence is in nonviolent resistance. 

So we fi re colors more powerful than 

atomic bombs, the colors of love, hope 

and new life!

Join us toward self realization, towards 

new age of overgrowing our past! Think 

for yourself and fi ght with your mind 

and not your muscles, for as long as 

civilization is contaminated with guns 

there will be no room left for peace!

“Join us“





“Running away“



When I was younger I used to believe that 

successful people are successful because of 

their talent, which for a young man can be a 

little bit discouraging, but during my career 

and looking from today’s perspective I can 

say that talent plays a minor role in one’s 

professional success, it is all hard work, a lot 

of sleepless nights and a strong will to learn 

and explore. If you work hard and are a curi-

ous person, even if you fail 10 times, at one 

point stars will align and your moment will 

come. That’s exactly what happened to me. 

When I look back, it took me almost 10 years 

from the fi rst time I loaded 3D Studio to the 

point where I got my fi rst job at Blur Studio. 

But, although I worked for some of the best 

companies in the world, I still tend to mea-

sure success by how happy someone is... so 

even if you are working in a small team and 

not on something like Avatar, if you are feel-

ing great about what you do and feel that 

that is your purpose then that’s exactly what 

you should do. People do get blinded some-

times by greatness, wealth and big projects, 

but truth is that you should in the end listen 

only to your heart.

Art is part of culture and every culture is 

responsible for criticizing itself and trying to 

deliver better moral and ethical standards 

for future generations. People sometimes 

only think in terms of economic power and 

progress, but in my opinion culture has 

even higher importance. Art and culture 

is what defi nes one nation, and it’s more 

resilient than anything else that economy 

can produce. For example, our civil rights 

today are not a product of economic power 

but philosophy and literature which is art 

in itself. I do strongly believe we will have 

peaceful society one day since I tend to be 

idealistic in my nature. Tolerant society how-

ever is a different thing because it assumes 

there is some antagonism between groups 

or individuals that tolerate each other but 

still consider them wrong...  

If I could pick one I would probably want to 

have some artistic superpower to create my 

art 50 times faster. It’s sometimes frustrat-

ing to spend so much time working on one 

piece while 20 more ideas are waiting in 

line. But I think even if I had the opportunity 

to take one superpower I would probably 

refuse it because with any kind of power 

there is more chance of getting corrupted 

and selfi sh. I, on the other hand, prefer to 

stay humble, grounded and more altruistic.    

Irvine sometimes looks like small utopia, 

everything is new here, crime is almost non 

existent, schools are great and people are 

generally in good mood. It is a great place 

to live, very new and clean, but one thing 

that’s missing is that feeling of city that stood 

there for hundreds of years and outlived all 

of its citizens. That’s something I love about 

Europe and I always say that if I had oppor-

tunity to live half year in US and other half in 

EU I would take that chance in an instant. For 

me, that would be perfect life/work balance. 

You always get something and loose other 

things, no place on this planet is perfect, but 

in the end I don’t really care much where I 

live as long as my family is with me and we’re 

happy.

...once we overcome that 

need of tolerance we will 

know we have evolved 

because we will no longer 

look at others as 

being weird and different from 

us, they will just be normal.





I am always asking myself if the steps that 

we take throughout our life are predestined 

for us. Are they just shadows of destiny laid 

in front of us to blindly follow or is there 

really something like freedom of choice. 

When I logically look at everything it looks 

like one big mechanism, but I surely hope 

it’s more that that… I want to believe that 

there is more to life than we can understand!



At the time I was 4 something happened 

to me that I could not understand… 

at that old abandoned house where I 

played all the time. First the moment of 

silence spread through the surround-

ing. Then I felt like someone is watching 

me, and calling … and in the split of 

second the time stopped and the light 

burned beside me. But I wasn’t scared, 

I didn’t think that it was a monster, like 

from the stories I heard all the time. I 

only knew that this vision was meant for 

me, it appeared by intention. As the time 

faded away and I got older I nearly for-

got about that moment, until I met and 

fell in love with you. Now, I know that it 

wasn’t just a glowing light from memory, 

it was the birth of my soul mate, it was a 

message from above that someone else 

came to the world, someone that will 

complete the meaning of my life.





This is truly the last orca on the earth. 

She lives at the the highest mountain at 

the elves holy temple. Since this place was 

imbued with the spirit of life, water in which 

orca lives made her immortal. Although 

alone without anybody of her kind to spend 

the days, she found a way to communicate 

with friendly elves. Specially young ones, 

they adore her… sometimes she takes 

them one by one from one side of the pool 

to another, just for fun. But being last of it’s 

kind is sometimes diffi cult… knowing that 

you will never met someone like you, to talk 

in your own language and share opinions, 

dreams, or memories of the old oceans. 

There was once a world other than this, 

world with thousands of Orcas, families 

gathering together migrating from one part 

of world to another. That’s all until coloniz-

ers came and started hunting for us, one 

by one we disappeared. And now there is 

only me left of my kind.







Mad scientist conducting experiments on 

living subjects. How many times in history 

of human kind smart people did very bad 

things. Just another proof that intelligence 

doesn’t give you clear view of what’s moral 

and what’s not.



For decades, people thought that the Earth 

has been given to them to exploit her in 

every way they want, like she was not an 

organism of it’s kind that requires balance 

to function, but just an object, raw mate-

rial for human kind. Our massive industry 

polluted every part of the Earth… every-

thing was affected, oceans, air, ground, life, 

plants. It was all disappearing because of 

this cancer called progress. We forgot who 

was the real master here, who gave us our 

lives and place to live on. We forgot that 

for every mechanism to function properly, 

it needs to be balanced with every wheel 

in it’s place. We forgot that she can just 

decide to take our freedom away whenever 

she feels like it. We forgot so many things, 

and I am wondering if it is too late now to 

learn back what we forgot and start over, is 

it too late to admit we made a mistake and 

that we are willing to change.





At the time we were living in Croatia there 

was one old man living in an apartment 

below ours that had Alzheimer’s disease. 

He would sometimes come to our doors in 

the middle of the night and try to unlock the 

doors thinking that it was his apartment. His 

daughter once told me he forgot who she 

was, and how he cut his bed with a saw for 

no logical reason. What a torture that must 

be, loosing yourself, all your memories, 

reason and logic. The essence of life is con-

tained in those experiences we had over our 

lives, people we met and loved, and then 

this punishment came and took everything 



from him, stole his essence, his soul, and 

left him with just a shell of what he is not. 

There was more left of that old man in his 

daughter that in the body he was once 

populating. I will always remember you my 

unknown friend, you gave me power to cre-

ate this piece of art, but I wish you never 

ignited this idea in me because that would 

mean that you spent your old days free of 

this suffering. You will live inside your loved 

ones until the day their time comes, but you 

will live inside this image forever!



Even though she has several cameras, 
the most fun and challenges she 
finds in cameraless photography. 
Photograms and camera obscura made 
from a shoebox with exposure on pho-
tographic paper are old techniques 
that require time, patience and virtue 
of learning from failure. Or even bett-
er, not failure but experiments. Use of 
„those old techniques“ gives both the 
viewer and the photographer unique 
and authentic visual experience. In the 
world of fast digital photography you 
can capture fraction of a second, and 
share it with the rest of the world in the 
“rest of that second” time. But with the 
camera obscura fraction of a second 
means literally nothing, the absence 
of everything. Passing time is that 

necessary part of the process. You 
have to wait a minute or two, or even 
fifteen, and then the stories begin to 
happen. All that time that has elapsed 
has been accumulated on the paper, 
and then you have a task to make it vis-
ible to the naked eye. So it’s not really 
photography, but flow of time captured 
on paper. By depriving her photos of 
colour, she manages to emphasise the 
objects without ignoring the space that 
surrounds them and on photograms 
she manages to transform living creat-
ures into pure shapes. In the process, 
she effi ciently creates the impression 
that there wasn’t a human hand 
present. With such examples of „still 
photography“ she manages to create 
an intrigue for the viewer. 
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Tell me about “Metamorphosis”. It is 

slightly different then your other work. 

What inspired you?

Yes, “Metamorphosis” were something 

new in my opus, but at the same time 

something that logically derived from 

previous works. What inspired me was the 

symbolism, the material, quantity. 

I was inspired by nature and many other 

life experiences, instincts, which I put 

together in this installation.

Is there really 700 larvae sculptures? 

Why exactly 700? And how long does 

it take to make 700 larvae?

There are 700 different larvae sculptures 

indeed. They were initially exhibited in the 

V. Bužanèiæ Gallery area. The ratio between 

the size of the gallery space and sculptural 

installation I have presented demanded 

between 600 and 800 larvae sculptures. 

I also took into consideration that the com-

position should be neither too thick nor too 

thin. Since I prefer odd numbers, I chose it 

to be number 700 quite simply. It took about 

a month of intensive work to prepare 2.5 

tons of clay and modulate the sculptures.

In your earlier work you are often 

portraying african children, and with 

your Bardera peace it is obvious that you 

are infl uenced with Somali civil war. What 

affected you that hard you had to devote 

big part of your work to this topic?

I was affected by the war atrocity, 

obviously. The one that happened in 1991 

in our country, which I felt directly, but also 

what happened in Africa then. I had the 

need to perpetuate these forms that have 

happened. Since I am a sculptor, 

the sculpture is a way of my most intimate 

communication. From these facts, a whole 

series of sculptures on the subject emerged.























Mainly bluish colors, variously nuanced, act cohesive in 
general, like some dream through which runs the same 
note of subjective lack of foundation feeling.  
Distance sharpens the thoughts but at the same time distorts 
and blurs the view. In order to see clearer, one must not see, 
or at least from the distance and overlooking through the 
thinnings of eyelashes fi nd the perfect focus of his own vision 
of the artist’s dreams, insights and aspirations. These oils 
suggest just that, oils which perceive surfaces as the ability 
to be descriptive asset of a hidden world beneath the sky so 
indifferent to the inability to achieve principal distinctiveness. 

If there is a pure form of freedom, is it possible to freely 
choose your own constancy, your own form, your own stroke? 
Cityscapes that Razum paints show exactly that lack of 
choice and therefore petrify the attempt of any change. They 
are reconciliation of imperfection, the absence of stirring 
emotion, landscapes of fuzziness, melancholic shroud, at the 
same time gathered up in their own contemplation.
(translated parts of Helena Berden’s text)



Bright and orange, oil on canvas





Images without too many subjects express the 
aspiration towards behavioral autonomy and 
symbolic construction of some another reality. 
The sky in the paintings shows the distinct feel-
ing of unattainability of desire in nearly empty 
space (in the “desert”) of the painting. Poeti-
cal blue here exists as a mood of contemplation 
and gathering life through experience of excep-
tional comfort in calm unity of life. Questioning 
the emotions through the form in the space of a 
mental existence becomes an act of painting by 
itself, so the inner content could be transferred 
as an external form. 
Thus, painting always starts from the inside (of 
the picture) and through the ineffable silence 
of thought is applied into the space. So, the 
life is the one who paints the inner landscape 
of thoughts. Brush is just a distance between 
dream and reality.  
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Helena Berden (translated from Croatian version)





Balcony on top of the hill, oil on canvas
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Slanted sun, oil on canvas





Street with no windows, oil on canvas





Refl ection of the sun, oil on canvas



BARBARA
ŠARIÆ

Barbara is a Croatian photographer 

currently based in Zagreb, Croatia 

(or at least a short drive or fl ight away).

After obtaining a degree in 

Philosophy and Anthropology and 

spending more time on the road than 

behind a desk, she went back to her 

fi rst love: photography.

In 2010 she graduated from the 

Documentary Photography and 

Photojournalism program at ICP 

in New York.

www.barbarasaric.com

www.barbarasaric.tumblr.com

















‘last night I had that dream,

the one where you are not’



























Abstract, primary and processual artwork is like a music. Like 
harmonies that we feel, even though we often cannot grasp the 
meaning. Everything is in relation between color, shapes and 
sequences of shapes, tones, harmony and disharmony, hardness 
and softness, good and bad, right and wrong, static and dynamic 

- polarities which on Irena’s artistic collages refl ecting dishar-
monic, slightly rumpled composition that is both moving and 
resting. Splashing, squeezing, irregular cutting and tearing, 
rumpling, spraying - all of these are methods which artist use to 
refl ect a certain state of mind. Does everything moves or rest, 
changes or remains unchanged, chaotic and arranged 
depending if you live idea of the peaceful universe or cosmos 
where all is moving. Obviously Irena is forcing some sort of 
aesthetics of ugliness (“History of ugliness”), non-order, sharp 
cuts and broken edges that rearranges upon the measure of own 
being, of unconscious premonitions and mirroring variety of inner 
alarms and relation toward the media and format, but also of the 
world dangers. How to express all these uncertainties: layering, 
fears and perplexities, “little shops of horrors”, the raw instinct 
that kicks and emerges on the surface of image, body, face? 
Exactly with the urge of love and death that are still fi ghting for 
predominance of the soul, raw, brutal non-refi ned artwork that 
is a refl ection, even more an expression itself, suffi cient symbol 
of within which should be released when peace is impossible, to 
fi nally reach peace. Cardboards are torn, forming irregular 
fractured core with fronts and backs, color is gloomy and 
transparent, lines in the opposite direction form the horizontal 
plane which on the second example networks with verticals. 
Poetical oval of the face (?) colorfuly collaged like some kind of 
fantastic herbs and patterned, and sometimes it feels as if the soul 
squeezes out in purple and disappears from the canvas. One next 
to another, one beside, along, behind, on second, third and fourth. 
It fi ghts, torments, hardly pulls through, moves with the exertion 
and ends and rests, dies? At the same time everything and 
nothing, nothing and everything - universe and nothingness. 
Demolition Man: “I’m a walking nightmare, an arsenal of 
doom I kill conversation as I walk into the room (…) I’m a 
walking disaster, I’m a demolition man” (Sting or Grace Jones 
or Manfred Mann). 

everything and nothing

Željko Marciuš    
(translated from Croatian version)























Happiness



Poster for the “2 Antigone“ theater play



Cover illustration for 

“Le Monde Diplomatique” 

croatian edition

At the moment mostly nature – 

the sea, woods and mountains, 

books and documentaries about 

the global elite and the hidden 

powers that be, my music for 

summer joy is Norwegian black 

metal. I have always been 

inspired by rotten human 

nature, our insincerity, stupidity, 

society.....although at the 

moment.... there is no 

inspiration. haha

The role of the artist is to 

transfer feelings, experiences, 

memories into a visual form, 

touching the observer and 

diverting attention from every-

day life. On the other hand to 

always criticize society, fi ght 

against any oppression 

and be some kind of 

“visual rebel”.

To design and illustrate posters 

for local theaters, silkscreen 

posters for my favorite bands, 

create graphics for skateboards…

but all in all any creative project 

that pays rent, has a normal 

deadline and doesn’t exploit 

me to the max or limit me.

Football, religion, 

the upcoming NWO 

and beer.

I usually draw with a thin line, 

shade with dots or lines, i use 

watercolor and felt pens, cut 

out and glue stuff – anything 

might come to use.. My digital 

illustrations are some kind of 

collage, combination of hand 

drawn elements and photos, 

textures. Most of my etchings 

are very dense miniatures. 

They say I have a “nervous” 

line and gloomy themes…







Illustration for “Exo - conspiracy theories magazine” project
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Poster for “Quasimodo” club



Artwork for “Imposter“ band





etching





Illustrated wooden table for “Ljetno kino“ Velenje, Slovenia



granny



mermaid



chaotic thoughts 



the bird





Cinderella



“I graduated at the Academy of fi ne arts and 

design in Ljubljana. 

I am focused on making illustrations, 

however I enjoy even more animating them 

since this breathes life into them. 

As a mentor I like to pass my knowledge to 

children and I try to inspire them to create 

original and beautiful things.”



illustration for “Magic spells” children book





illustration for “Magic spells” children book



illustration for “Madberries, Monkey follies and Rascally Jackal” children book



 

I get inspired by recalling what I liked 
about children’s illustrations when I 
was a little girl. The best part of illus-
trating is telling my own little stories – 
drawing things that enrich or are even 
beyond author’s text. I can only hope 
that other children enjoy the vivid 
colors, playful and funny details 
as “little me” does.
 

 

My favorite book was the Story 
about Lions and a Little Lion 
(Lojze Kovacic), it talks about 
fears of children and of grownups. 
The main book’s message is that fear 
is hollow and there is nothing around 
it. For me, the most impressive 
illustration in the book was a picture 
of a car trunk full of books, paints, 
crayons and paintbrushes. The car 
belonged to a lion who was 
illustrating books for children. 
My trunk sometimes looks like 
that and that is very cool.
 

 
 

I had a cat period when I had a cat. 
Now I have a dog and sometimes 
I secretly hide her in my illustrations 
somewhere in the background.

 
 
 

Well Ljubljana has a certain 
fi nes and magic attached to it 
and there are a lot of interesting 
people, groups, events, festivals 
and art centers creating artistic 
atmosphere, especially in sum-
mertime. But I am not a part of it 
as much as I would like, because 
when I am not working I go into 
the woods or in my garden 
digging dirt and grow berries 
and vegetables. That is “natural” 
for me, hehe :)





Lovers, acryl on canvas



Cover for “Mouse that loves reading books and picking cherries” children book



Illustrations for “Mouse that loves reading books and picking cherries” children book





Extremely ticklish orca whale, acryl on canvas





Witch, etching



“Magic Donuts” story, etching



Illustration for Tolkiens book




